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ON THEOREMS OF M. RIESZ AND ZYGMUND

A. P. CALDERÖN

Several proofs have been given of the results of M. Riesz and

Zygmund.

(a) The conjugate of the Fourier series of a function f(x) of L", p>l,

is Fourier series of a function f(x) of the same class, and

f    \f(x)\"dx^Ap f \f(x)\»dx
Jo Jo

holds, Ap is a constant depending only on p.

(b) // the function \f(x)\ log+ \f(x)\ is integrable, the conjugate of

the Fourier series of f(x) is the Fourier series of a function f(x) of the

class L. Moreover, there exist two constants A and B such that

f 21'\f(x)\dx£A f log+ \f(x)\dx+B.
Jo Jo

In view of the importance of these theorems it may be of interest to

give another proof of them based on a different idea. Actually it is
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easy to see (and very well known) that they are equivalent to the

following proposition about analytic functions.

Let F(z) = u(z)+iv{z), u(z)>0, v(0) = 0 be a function regular inside

the circle \z\ < 1. Then the inequalities

/i 2i «Ii

I v(reix)\Hx <i Ap I     | u(reix)\pdx;      1 < f £ 2; r < 1,
0 J 0

I v(reix) \dx        I     \ u(reix) \ dx
0 do

/> 2r u log udx - 2ttDu(0) log m(0)
0

(2)

AoW, C and D being positive constants and Ap the same as above.

Let us prove (1) first. The argument is based on the inequality

(3) I sin <j>\p <i Ap I cos <b\p — Bp cos p<p

valid for — 7r/2 5i<p <J?r/2, K£<i2, ^4j, and Bp being two positive

constants depending on p.

The proof of it is simple. Since cos p<j><0 for <p= +ir/2, taking

Bp large enough we get — Bs cos p<p>l in a small neighborhood of

4> — +ir/2. Now I cos <p\p is greater than a positive constant in every

closed interval interior to ( — tt/2, tt/2), so that choosing Ap large

enough we shall have Ap\ cos <p\p — Bv cos p<p>l in (— 7r/2, 7r/2) and a

fortiori the inequality (3).

To show (1) now, let us set

F{z) — Re**;      u = R cos <b;      v = R sin 0.

Owing to the fact that u>0, we may choose — 7r/2 <<j> <ir/2. For the

same reason, F(z)9£0 and so F(z)p is regular in \z\ <1. Integrating

now along the circle \z\ =r we get

$ -        I ——dz\=—\    Rp cos p<bdx = dt[F(0)p] = «(0)" > 0.
\_2iriJc     z      J 27rJo

Multiplying now (3) by i?p and integrating, we obtain

I i)(rei:c) |pd* g ^4p I     I «(rg") |"dx - Bp J     Fp cos ̂ 0dx,
o Jo Jo

but since the last term is positive, we may drop it, and the desired

result follows. A similar argument works in proving (2). Here in-

stead of (3) we use
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(4) I sin 0 I <j C cos (b + £>(cos (b log cos <j> + <j> sin 0),

which can be proved in exactly the same way.

Again, since F(z) does not vanish in |z| <1, F log F is regular

there, and integrating along | z\ =r we get

9t f F(') log H*) — 1 = T" f 'SR[F logFjrfs = «(0) log «(0),

and replacing

91 [F logF] = 9?[Jc(cos <b 4- i sin <£)(log ic cos    - log cos 0 + i<b)]

= it cos 0 log R cos 0 — F(cos <b log cos 0 4- <b sin 0),

we obtain

1 /*2»
— I     F(cos <b log cos 0 + <b sin <£)d#
27t J 0

1 r!'
= — I     u log «da; — u(0) log «(0).

2t J o

Finally, multiplying (4) by R and integrating, we obtain

I »(re") I dx g C I     I «(reix) | dx
o J o

« log wi* - 2ttDm(0) log w(0),
0

as stated in (2).
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